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It's holiday party time at Xenon! Every year the video game console maker outdoes itself in splendor and
debauchery. This year the next-gen prototype is on display and security is extra tight. What happens when it
goes missing? Moonlighting detective Mike Malick puts the party on lockdown. While Mike and Xenon
security search for the missing hardware, Lexy gets in a cat fight with one arch enemy, sings Christmas
carols with another, and gets really dirty--with Santa and without.

A Lexy Cooper short story that takes place between the end of Pwned and the beginning of Lexy Cooper #3,
due in early 2014.
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From Reader Review I Saw Lexy Kissing Santa for online ebook

Beth says

This short-story is number 2.5 in the Lexy Cooper series. You don't really need to have read the other Lexy
stories to enjoy this one, but it definitely makes a good addition if you have. In this quick tale, Lexy finds
herself once again in the center of the action (where she loves to be!) and lends her wit and quick thinking to
another mystery that sexy Uncle Mike is out to solve. There's just enough action and humor to propel this
whodunnit along quickly, and plenty of typical Lexy-isms to make you smile and laugh at her tell-tale style.
There are even a few surprise guests, which is just the icing on the cake (the tinsel on the tree?). Another fun
read, looking forward to Lexy #3!

Lucy says

I loved this story as much as I love everything Christa Charter is writing. She has her very own, very unique
style that makes every Lexy Cooper Mystery volume a very fun ride (Lexy would approve my wording
here).

I am a Lexy fan and everyone who enjoys a strong, sexy, adventurous protagonist, a bit of a sexy time, crime
and a bit of game industry has to read this!

Wendy says

This is a short story by my favorite author, Christa Charter. Once again, Christa and Lexy are rocking my
bookshelf. Every book brings out more of Christa's talent for storytelling and Lexy's penchant for fun and a
bit of trouble. The book takes us on a jaunt into the Xenon holiday party and as most people can attest, a
holiday party always seems to bring the best drama of the year. The Xenon party is no exception as arch
enemies come face to face and someone tries to be a Scrooge. I was smiling and giggling from the start of
the book all the way to the last sentence. Get into the holiday cheer with Lexy and the gang for 99 cents. Oh
and don't forget to let others know about Lexy's holiday spirit!

Tia says

Charming

A quick who done it. Cute, gross and funny.
Levy is a trip and her co-characters add to the fun.
Quick, great read.



Eric Taylor says

Another great story from one of my favorite authors. Thanks for the story before the next book Christa! It's a
short but fun run through a Christmas party and a theft. Lexy once again falls into a mystery without even
knowing she has. It's a great story if you have read the other two Lexy mysteries. Make sure to pick this one
up, and have a HO HO HO of a time!!

Jennifer says

Another great read by Christa Charter. A quick paced adventure with a dash of mystery to help pass the time
while waiting for book #3. Loved the ending and can't wait for the next adventure to get here

Joshua Levy says

Great short story and an interesting break from the rest of the series. It was nice to get an up close and
personal look at the Tennessee Tornado herself. Great segue into Griefed. Christa Charter is quickly
becoming one of my favorite authors.

Kiki says

Another great read from Christa Charter about the infamous Lexy Cooper. Sexy, sassy, and always naughty,
Lexy helps to solve a theft.(no dead bodies this time!) The book is action packed and manages to wrangle in
a lot of the characters we have both loved and hated from the other two books. If your work holiday parties
involve excessive drinking, coworker fondling, lap dances, hair-pulling, sneak previews at uber exclusive
electronics, pimps, and REDACTED; then you might have your own stories to tell. If not, check out what
Lexy and others are up to in this holiday short story.

Dana says

This quick paced mystery unravels at the Xenon company holiday party where Lexy wastes no time in being
Lexy. That is, before part of Lexy’s past decides to collide with her present. And Santa is there to watch all
the events unfold. Do you think he will put Lexy on his Naughty or Nice list?
Just like in Lexy’s past escapades (Schooled, Pwned), readers are in for a great time whenever Lexy is
involved. If you aren’t familiar with Lexy’s past, this book provides a great introduction to some of the
characters in Lexy’s world, and will leave you wanting to know the rest of Lexy’s story. A fantastic story,
and a very Lexy tale. Just enough to make me want even more.



Melanie Heitzenrater says

I'm not usually a fan of short stories but this was great. Really enjoyed it!

Paul says

vintage Lexy

Chris Twentier says

A perfect holiday-time quick read when you need something to pass the time while your new video game
loot installs! This is technically Lexy 2.5 but I'm kind of out of order, reading this right after Schooled. I
don't want to give too much away, but let's just say that Lexy plus Santa plus a stolen Xenon prototype
console plus lots of alcohol=holiday fun!! Give it a look, dear reader, you won't be disappointed!!

Melinda Smith says

This short story takes place after the events of book 2. It's the Xenon company Christmas party, so what
could possibly go wrong? In the midst of all the drinking and dancing, you'll find Lexy acting as Santa's
naughty little helper, sobering up just enough to solve the latest set of intrigues. No dead bodies, and yet no
shortage of Uncle Mike either. If you haven't read the Lexy Cooper mysteries, this makes for a fine
introduction, but it's thoroughly more enjoyable having read Schooled and Pwned.

Zombie0721 says

If you've read the other Lexy Cooper mysteries than this is a great short. If not than you should definitely
start with the first book Pwned. This is a really fast read and the story is fun though so after you read book
one and two read this before three.

Dee says

Under the mistletoe.....

Sexy was the sexy little elf at the company Christmas party when the new prototype disappeared. After a
little looking around they got a song and dance from a suspect and Lexy was figuring out the crime.

Cute Christmas story with a strong group of characters. Well written and great descriptions. Lots of
Christmas spirit!




